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The Akkadian word "A-Sharnu" is probably the source of the name "Sharon", an agricultural region in central 
Israel. It denotes the land as it used to be, an extensive area covered by forests of Tabor oak (Quercus ithaburensis). 

 
Unfortunately, the forests have been damaged by human activity, so they is almost no trace of them.  



Looking closely, you will see that spontaneous germination of Tabor oaks still occurs in places like 
uncultivated.  fields. That means that there is a good potential for the forests to return, 

 
Sadly, those young oaks are destined to be cut down before reaching adulthood due to the rising need for land.  



How should this restoration be successfully undertaken ? 
 

The vision of this project is the restoration of the oak trees so that they will return and form a central element 
in the Sharon's scenic identity.  



The design process traces the concept of "New Nature".  
The term describes a man-made nature, which gradually 
replaces the initial nature on Earth. 
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"New Nature“ is supposed to be safer and more comfortable to 
humans than “Old Nature”, in some cases it could be also more 
aesthetically pleasing. 



Is it possible to restore Tabor oaks to the Sharon  
region according to the concepts of New Nature? 



Necessary facts in order to achieve a successful restoration of the Sharon's Tabor oaks: 

The global distribution of the 
 species (Quercus ithaburensis) 
is limited to the eastern 
Mediterranean, only between  
Syria and Israel. 
The Sharon is its southern limit. 

In the  Sharon the Tabor oaks 
prefer to grow on hills of loam 
soil.  
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The Tabor Oak forests covered 
about 40% of the Sharon region. 
  
It was a dense forest accompanied 
by a tangled undergrowth. The 
dense landscape opened in the 
south and west of Sharon.  



In the clearing, among the trees, a variety of herbaceous and cereal grass species covered the ground. 
Characteristic animal species depend on acorns for food. 
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The region served for a long time 
mainly for the passage of armies 
and knight's journeys. The soil 
was considered to be too poor for 
crops. The mountain residents 
who handled few fields beside 
rivers estuaries would only reach 
them to sow and harvest.  

The destruction of the Sharon forests 

Mediterranean  sea 



Ibrahim Pasha army 

Ibrahim Pasha, an Egyptian governor who 
came from the south to supply timber for 
the construction of Muhammad Ali's fleet 
of ships, ordered that most of the oaks of 
Arsuf Forest be cut down. 

 
Later on, massive grazing of goat herds did 
not allow the tree stumps to grow back. 

 
 

)1831-1840( 

Mediterranean  sea 

The destruction of the Sharon forests 



)1912-1918( 

Ottoman rule During the early 20th century, the 
Turks built a railroad to Egypt for 
weapons deliveries. They were ordered 
to cut down the trees of Karkur Forest 
to build the tracks and produce coal for 
the trains engines.  
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The destruction of the Sharon forests 



 1948-1918של ההתיישבות הציונית             " הפרחת השממה

Netanya 

Hadera 

Kfar-Saba 

The potential of the oaks stumps to 
regenerate wasn't recognized later on by the 
Zionist settlers as they uprooted the tree 
stumps to turn the whole Sharon into a huge 
cultivated landscape. 

 
(After the establishment of the State of 
Israel, the massive expansion of the cities 
along with the construction of roads had 
started a counter movement which reclaims 
the natural landscapes) 
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The destruction of the Sharon forests 



Kadima  
Reserve 

Currently, only two very small 
nature reserves preserve the 
forest in the form in which it 
previously covered the Sharon. 

Alon 
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The state of the Sharon oaks nowadays 



 

Photographed  by Ezra Barnea 

Distribution of Individual mature oaks based on 
 Mr. Ezra Barneas Israel Oak Registry – IOR  

The state of the Sharon oaks nowadays 

Mature trees can still 
be found scattered in 
and out of cities and 
towns.  



 

A single oak stands alone in the middle of an agricultural field 
The state of the Sharon oaks nowadays 



 

The state of the Sharon oaks nowadays 
Mandatory oak grove surrounded by Eucalyptus trees and residential buildings 



 Mother plant 

 
m 

Under appropriate conditions and 
within a radius of 400 m from mature 
oak trees, a natural distribution will 
occur, as in the following example 
documented for 19 years in a private 
plot (All rights reserved to Mr. Hovav Israel) 

Spontaneous germination 



 

Young Tabor oaks sprouts on the side of an agricultural field 
Spontaneous germination 



 

A single Tabor oak among cypresses and other self-seeding trees in a pit area 
Spontaneous germination 





 שלושה מופעים שונים של אלוני התבור
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The site chosen: 

(The largest city in  
 )the Sharon region 
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 שלושה מופעים שונים של אלוני התבור

Netanya 

Kadima 
Oaks 
Reserve 

(The largest city in  
 )the Sharon region 

A new walking trail named  The Sharon Oaks Trail  
will enrich the area with new content and allows for the observation, 
study and enjoyment of old and young trees 

 
 

  Total length - 12 km                        
(3-hour walk on average) 

Kilometeres 



The Sharon Oaks Trail 
 Activity Scheme 

The Sharon Oaks Trail 
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‘As we perceive our environment we also perceive ourselves’ 

Mature oaks trees, remnants of the past, seen from the trail  
 
 



 שלושה מופעים שונים של אלוני התבור

Netanya 

Kilometeres 

Country oaks 
Kfar-Yona 

Kadima 

Wild oaks 

 
The Sharon Oaks Trail will pass through three different oak environments: 

The Sharon Oaks Trail 

City oaks 
Bursting Nature 

Stained Nature 

Intensified  Nature 



Bursting 
 Nature  

Stained 
Nature 

Intensified 
   Nature 
 (Hypernature)   

 
Appreciating the strength and wildness 
inherent in weeds, recognizing them as 
having their own legitimate aesthetics. 
Weeds are an integral part of the human 
environment so humans had better learn 
how to make them useful instead of vainly 
attempting to terminate them. 

Structuring nature as a stain weave, based 
on pristine natural resources and human 
cultural landscapes. It is managed to ensure 
coexistence among all constituents. 
Characterized by wide variety of habitats 
and species richness.  

 
Restoration and preservation of prime 
habitats for recreational needs and with an 
emphasis on visitors’ experience. Fostering 
attractive species at high density. Those 
man-made environments are safe and 
comfortable for humans.  

 

In order to experience the principles of  “The New Nature” three strategies 
were chosen for implementation in detailed planning: 



City oaks 
Integrating Bursting Nature 
into planned environments   



An urban plaza is proposed in a new neighborhood in East Netanya 

Kilometeres 



 
On the plaza, bursting species (such as oaks) will have a space for spontaneous germination.  
Corten steel panels will be fixed in the paving to use as beds in which vegetation could sprout unplanned.  
Those beds can be selectively weeded leaving only desirable species as ornamentals. 

Street plan 



An aerial view of the plaza. Some oaks will naturally germinate by themselves. 





Kfar-Yona is a small town which is about to undergo 
major changes. The authority approved an expansion 
to the west which does not consider a large group of 
old oaks (marked in red). 

 
  

The old orchard house was established in 
1932 and was used as a farmers residence.  

The approved expansion plan 
Kfar-Yona’s oaks 

 
  



 
This plan replaces the location 
of the new neighborhood with 
the location of the urban park, 
so the old oaks will be saved. 

Proposed plan 

The Sharon Oaks trail 
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Oak groves, orchards, urban parks, and new neighborhoods could all coexist as Stained Nature  



Wild oaks 
Using  Intensified Nature   
as focal points of attraction   



Kadima forest is planted 
mainly with eucalypts and 
pines. In order to infuse oaks 
into the forest, clearings will 
be opened and oak trees 
would be planted at the 
edge. 

 
The clearings would serve as 
public parks where a massive 
amount of local annuals is 
sown every winter to create 
a dazzling floral appearance. 
      
  

Kadima forest 
  



The Sharon oaks trail 

Legend: 
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(Eucalyptus & pine) 



The acorn park: dense seeding of winter blooms will attract visitors to the forest clearing 



The final product of the project is a complete landscape system that takes into account the expansion plans 
 of existing localities and includes recreation complexes, walking trails, open areas, and ecological passages.  
With the help of the local residents, communities could connect, and human–nature relationships will be 
strengthened. 

The project was submitted as part of the B.L.A. degree 
 in Landscape Architecture Studies,  
Faculty of Architecture and Urban Development, 
Technion, Israel, 2019  

The author thanks Mr. Ezra Barnea for his professional consultation  
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